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Meteor is one of the most popular development platforms available today, allowing you to create and deploy mobile and web applications in a fraction of the time needed by other JavaScript frameworks. Getting Started with Meteor.js JavaScript Framework, Second Edition is an easy to follow, step-by-step approach to learning how to build modern web applications with Meteor.

You will begin with a look “under the hood” to see what makes Meteor so special. Next, you will build a complete, working application from scratch, gaining a thorough understanding of Meteor’s major features including: data on the wire, web templates, declarative programming, full-stack reactivity, modularity, third-party packages, and MongoDB/NoSQL databases. Finally, you will learn how to harden your app, prepare it for production release, and quickly deploy it using Meteor’s public servers or your own custom server. With updated screenshots and code, this second edition will show you exactly why Meteor is the choice for rapid, elegant application development.

Who this book is written for
This book is for developers or students who have a working knowledge of JavaScript and HTML, and want to learn how to quickly develop full-stack web applications using pure JavaScript.

What you will learn from this book
- Leverage reactive programming in modern web applications
- Design and implement MongoDB/NoSQL databases
- Develop fast and simple web interfaces with HTML templates
- Use local and server synchronization to make apps more user-friendly
- Structure an application for performance and security
- Leverage Meteor’s quick and easy user authentication system
- Implement third-party packages and add-ons
- Prepare and deploy Meteor applications

Learn to develop powerful web applications in minutes with Meteor
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Preface

We live in amazing times. Advances in medicine, communication, physics, and all other scientific fields provide us with opportunities to create things that were literally impossible to create only a short while ago.

Yet, we aren't easily amazed. Moore's law has not only affected how fast our computers are, it has significantly increased our expectations as well. We've come to expect wondrous advances, and therefore, what was once amazing has become...well...expected. It's a rare thing, indeed, to find something that takes us by surprise—something that renews that childhood sense of wonder we all secretly want back because it was stolen from us.

Well, get ready to regain some of that wonder. A dedicated group of computer scientists, who were determined to make something wondrous, have created a new JavaScript framework called Meteor. You may be thinking, "A new JavaScript framework? That's nothing special." And, if that's all Meteor is, you'd be correct. However, fortunately for you, that's not the end of the story.

Meteor is a reactive, simple, and powerful application platform, capable of producing sophisticated, robust web and mobile applications with just a few lines of code.

In the context of modern web applications, it is state-of-the-art. Using established, proven development design patterns, Meteor takes all the mundane parts of building an app and does them all for you. Therefore, you get to focus on building a solid application without getting bogged down with the usual time-wasting activities, such as writing yet another database interface or learning a new templating engine.
And the best part is, it's simple to learn, amazingly simple! You will see an application come to life right before your eyes, and when you look back at the number of lines of code it took to create and compare it to the traditional methods of development, you may actually find yourself saying "wow" or "how did they do that?"

This book will walk you through the major features of Meteor and show you how to create an application from scratch. By the end of the book, you will have created a working, useful application, and you will have a solid understanding of what makes Meteor different. This may sound like hyperbole, but if you're open to the idea that something innovative and unexpected can qualify as amazing, then prepare to be amazed!

What this book covers

Chapter 1, Setup and Installation, gets you up and running with Meteor in just a few minutes, and you’ll see how quickly and easily you can build a fully functional and useful application.

Chapter 2, Reactive Programming...It's Alive!, teaches you all about reactive programming, and how you can leverage reactivity in Meteor to create amazing responsive applications.

Chapter 3, Why Meteor Rocks!, helps you to gain an understanding of the design patterns that Meteor uses and see examples of these powerful patterns in action.

Chapter 4, Templates, teaches you about Meteor Templates in depth and uses templates to lay the groundwork for your Lending Library application.

Chapter 5, Data – Meteor Style!, helps you to discover how Meteor handles data, making an enterprise-level application incredibly simple and robust. Implement Meteor's data handling quickly and effectively in your application.

Chapter 6, Application Structure – Client, Server, and Public (oh my!), shows you what changes you can make to the default configuration to make your application more secure, extensible, and user-friendly.

Chapter 7, Packaging and Deploying, helps you to become an expert on Meteor's packaging system, including how to include many popular third-party frameworks. You will learn how to deploy a Meteor application to your developer, testing, and production environments.
Setup and Installation

Under the hood, Meteor is really just a bunch of files and scripts, which are designed to make the building of a web application easier. That's a terrible way to describe something so elegant, but it helps us to better understand what we're using.

After all, Mila Kunis is really just a bunch of tissue wrapped around bone, with some vital organs inside. I know you hate me now for that description, but you get the point. She's beautiful and so is Meteor. However, it doesn't do us any good to just leave it at that. If we want to reproduce that type of beauty on our own, we have to understand what's really going on.

So, files and scripts... We're going to walk you through how to get the Meteor package properly installed on your Linux or Mac OS X system, and then see the package of files and scripts in action.

Windows is now officially supported (Yay!) so you can follow along using the new Windows installation if you would like. Information can be found at https://www.meteor.com/install.

In this chapter, you will learn the following topics:

- Downloading and installing Meteor via curl
- Loading an example application
- Making changes and watching Meteor in action
Installing using curl

There are several ways to install a package of files and scripts. You can manually download and transfer files, you can use a pretty installation wizard/package with lots of Next buttons, or you can do what real developers do and use the command line. It puts hair on your chest. Which, now that I think about it, may not be a very desirable thing. Okay, no hair; we lied. But still, you want to use the command line, trust us. Trust the people that just lied to you.

curl (or cURL if you want to get fancy) is a command-line tool used to transfer files and run scripts using standard URL locations. You probably already knew that, or you probably don't care. Either way, we've described it and we're now moving on to using it.

Open a terminal window or the command line, and enter the following command:

curl https://install.meteor.com/ | sh

This will install Meteor on your system. curl is the command to go and fetch the script. https://install.meteor.com is the URL/location of the script, and sh is, of course, the location of the script interpreter "Shell", which will run the script.

Once you've run this script, assuming you have an Internet connection and the proper permissions, you will see the Meteor package downloaded and installed:
The key thing that we're looking for in the preceding installation text is the launcher script location:

**Writing a launcher script to /usr/local/bin/meteor**

This location could vary depending on whether you're running this script in Linux or Mac OS X, but it puts Meteor into a location where you can then access the Meteor script from anywhere else. This will become important in a minute. For now, let's see what kind of friendly message we get when the Meteor installation is finished:

**To get started fast:**

```bash
$ meteor create ~/my_cool_app
$ cd ~/my_cool_app
$ meteor
```

Or see the docs at:

```html
docs.meteor.com
```

Great! You've successfully installed Meteor, and you're on your way to create your first Meteor web application!

---

You should bookmark [http://docs.meteor.com](http://docs.meteor.com), which is an invaluable reference moving forward.

---

**Loading an example application**

The wonderful people at Meteor have included several example applications, which you can quickly create and play with; these help you to get a better idea of what Meteor is capable of.

We want you to see the simplest possible example, just to get an idea of how Meteor works, so we will be creating the **leaderboard** example. We'll be using the command line again. This is awesome news if you still have it open! If not, open a terminal window and follow these steps.
**Selecting your file's location**

So that we can remember where they are later, we'll put all the files for this book in the `~/Documents/Meteor` folder. We will create this folder as follows:

```
$ mkdir ~/Documents/Meteor
```

Now, we need to get within that directory. Use the following command:

```
$ cd ~/Documents/Meteor
```

**Loading the example application**

We can now use the Meteor `create` command with the `--example` parameter to create a local copy of the `leaderboard` example application:

```
$ meteor create --example leaderboard
```

As with the Meteor installation itself, the `create` command script has a friendly success message:

```
leaderboard: created.
To run your new app:
   cd leaderboard
   meteor
```

How handy that there are even instructions on what to do next! Let's go ahead and do what our good command-line friend is telling us.

**Starting the example application**

To start up a Meteor application, we need to be in the application directory itself. This is because Meteor looks for the startup files, HTML, and JavaScript that are needed to run the application. These are all found in the application folder, so let's go there:

```
$ cd leaderboard
```

This puts us in the `~/Documents/Meteor/leaderboard` folder, and we're ready to run the application:

```
$ meteor
```
Yes, that's it. Meteor takes care of everything for us; it reads all the files and scripts, and sets up the HTTP listener:

[[[[ ~/Documents/Meteor/leaderboard ]]]]

Running on: http://localhost:3000/

We can now take the URL we've been given (http://localhost:3000/) and check out the example application in a web browser.

**Previewing the application**

Open your favorite web browser (we'll be using Chrome, but any modern, updated browser will work) and navigate to http://localhost:3000/.

You should see a screen with a list containing the names of scientists, similar to the following screenshot:

![Leaderboard](image-url)
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You can go ahead and poke around the application a bit, if you want to. Click on Nikola Tesla's name and add 5 points to his score about 20 bajillion times, because he deserves it. Give some love to Marie Curie because she was so radioactive that she actually made up the word. Go nuts, friend!

Help! I made too many changes!
Do you fear change and want to reset the scores? No problem, we can start with a clean database instance; to do this, perform the following steps:

1. In the command line, execute the following command:
   
   ![CTRL + C](https://docs.meteor.com/#/full/reactivity)

2. This stops the running application. Now, enter the following command:
   
   `$ meteor reset`

3. Restart your app, and you're good to go. Just type the following command:
   
   `$ meteor`

Note that the initial scores are random, so it won't look exactly like it did before. The *meteor reset* command resets all the data collections and whatnot; so in a non-random app, the command will indeed reset the app cleanly.

Making code changes
Okay, we've got our application up and running in the browser, and we now want to see what happens when we make some code changes.

One of the best features of Meteor is reactive programming or hot code pushes. The following extract is taken from http://docs.meteor.com/#/full/reactivity:

**Meteor embraces the concept of reactive programming. This means that you can write your code in a simple imperative style, and the result will be automatically recalculated whenever data changes that your code depends on.**

This principle applies to code changes too, which means that any changes that you make to the HTML, JavaScript, or database are automatically picked up and propagated.

You don't have to restart the application or even refresh your browser. All changes are incorporated in real time, and the application reactively accepts the changes.

Let's see an example.
Changing from Leaderboard to Yay Science!

As you become more familiar with Meteor, you will come to learn that you can make changes and add files pretty much whenever you want. You don't have to link anything up, and you certainly don't have to redeploy before you can see the results. You get to just play around, build wonderful things, and let Meteor take care of all the crunchy stuff.

To see what we mean, let's change the title of this application from Leaderboard to Yay Science! because, well, yay science!

First, make sure that the application is up and running. You can do this by having an open browser window that is pointing to http://localhost:3000/. If the app is running, you'll see your leaderboard application. If your application isn't running, make sure to follow the steps previously given in the Starting the example application section.

Now, we need to open and edit the leaderboard.html file. With your favorite text/code editor, open the leaderboard.html file under the location, ~/Documents/Meteor/leaderboard/client/, and change title in the head section using the following lines of code:

```html
<head>
  <title>Yay Science!</title>
</head>
```

Go ahead and save the file, and then look at your web browser. The page will automatically update, and you'll see the title change. Earlier, it displayed the word Leaderboard:

![Leaderboard](http://localhost:3000/)

However, now, after the execution of the preceding code, the title will display our spiffy new Yay Science! page:

![Yay Science!](http://localhost:3000/)
This is Meteor in action! It monitors any changes to files, and when it sees that a file has changed, it tells your browser that a change has been made and that it should refresh itself to get the latest version.

Moving forward, we're going to build an application from scratch, so we don't want to make too many changes to this example application. However, we still want to stay with our new theme rather than that generic old leaderboard stuff. So, to do so, perform the following steps:

1. Back in your text editor, on about the tenth line or so, we have the title label for our leaderboard. Make the following change to the <h1> tag:
   <h1 class="title">Yay Science!</h1>

   Save this change, and you'll see the change reflected in your browser.

   The title in our page will now look like this:

   ![Yay Science!]

2. Likewise, we don't give "points" to scientists. They're not trained monkeys that are dancing around for our amusement. They're scientists! We give them mad props instead. In the <div> tag just below our title, make the following text change:
   <div class="subtitle">Select a scientist to give them props</div>

   We also need to change the button text from the word point to the word props. Towards the bottom half of the file, you'll find a <button> tag.

   Change the text in that tag to the following:
   <button class="inc">Give props</button>
Save your changes, and you will see the application update almost immediately:

3. Just below the `<button>` tag, there is a message displayed if no scientist's name is selected. It currently uses the word "players". We want to change that to something a little more specific. To do this, make the following change to the `<div>` message tag:

```html
<div class="message">Click a name to select</div>
```

Save this change, and this time, refresh your browser. Not because we need the change to take effect, but because we want to make sure no scientist is highlighted so that we can verify our message text:
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Summary
Great success! In this chapter, you've successfully installed the Meteor framework, loaded an example application, and made changes to that application by becoming familiar with file changes and the reactive nature of Meteor.

You are now ready to start building your very own Meteor application, and learn more about the elegant features and advantages that come from developing with Meteor in the coming chapters.
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